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The research by Professor Jan Hoeijmakers 

and his team started by investigating very 

rare, devastating inborn disorders in which 

children get cancer or do not develop 

mentally and physically, many dying before 

the age of 10. These children were born with 

defective DNA repair. 

DNA carries all our genetic information and 

determines the person we are. However, 

DNA is constantly subject to damage by  

chemicals, radiation, UV from the environ-

ment but also due to oxygen radicals from 

our own respiration. Fortunately, DNA carries 

its own repair machinery that identifies the 

damage and repairs it.

However, occasionally DNA repair cannot 

fix the problem and the damage can then 

lead to mutations that may cause cancer or 

the cell to die. To better understand these 

syndromes, Hoeijmakers’ team generated 

mice that carry precisely the same 

genetic defect in DNA repair as found in 

some of the extremely rare child patients.  

These mouse models meticulously recapit-

ulated the children’s clinical features and 

unexpectedly revealed that some of the 

disorders were in fact due to extremely 

accelerated aging which interfered with 

development and caused, for example, 

dementia at a very young age. 
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“Professor Jan Hoeijmakers and his research team at Erasmus MC are at the forefront of 
laboratory discoveries into the ageing process. The knowledge he continues to accumulate as 
the result of this work is of huge significance for understanding the process of ageing, including 
Alzheimer’s and dementia, and thereby the major medical needs of developed societies.”



Impact

The mouse mutants also revealed that unrepaired DNA damage causes the body to invest 

more in maintenance and defenses at the expense of growth, explaining why children 

with deficient DNA repair do not grow. Also, when normal organisms are subjected to 

dietary restriction they show a similar response, which retards aging in numerous species.  

When the prematurely aging mice were subjected to dietary restrictions they showed 

a spectacular delay in aging (e.g. neuro-degeneration decreased more than 10-fold)  

and an unprecedented lifespan extension of 200%. This opens entirely new perspectives 

not only for the very rare patients but also for common dementias including  

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson. 
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Results

•  Professor Hoeijmakers and his team were the first to clone a human repair gene in 1984.  

 Their lab found a defect in the gene, meaning that it has an inability to repair itself.

 In the past 10 years the team has made many seminal contributions to the  

 field of genome stability. 

•  Studies conducted by Professor Hoeijmakers have shown that dietary restriction can 

 slow ageing. As the body is starved of energy it uses the rationed energy to maintain 

 vital organs and diverts energy away from growth.  If dietary restriction can slow ageing, 

 the theory is that it can also slow down the development of Alzheimer’s.  

•  The finding that DNA repair defects are associated with premature aging, implies 

 that unrepaired DNA damage may be a cause of aging. Analysis of the brains of the 

 repair-deficient mice revealed a striking resemblance with Alzheimer’s and Parkinson brains: 

 in fact, these animals appeared to be 20-fold better models for Alzheimer’s than mouse 

 models used globally, models which have not yet yielded any medication that prevents,  

 delays or cures this disease. The strong parallels with Alzheimer’s make sense because 

 the main risk factor for Alzheimer’s and other dementias is aging. 

•  Thus, starting with diseases affecting 1 in a million children, the Hoeijmakers team has 

 now arrived at superior models for very common and severe forms of neuro-degeneration 

 in the elderly, diseases for which there is a tremendous unmet medical need. 


